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Colorado River Watch Program Annual Performance Report
July 2018 to June 2019
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide an annual update of the River Watch program to interested
volunteers, data users, and water managers.
This report includes general information on Program activities and documents the results of River Watch’s
Quality Assurance and Quality Control Plan for fiscal year June 2018- July 2019. All field and laboratory
methods align with Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDHPE), Water Quality
Control Division (WQCD) methods. The entire River Watch Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), Quality
Assurance Manual (QAM), Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP), and Data Management Plan are being
updated and will be available on the River Watch website: www.coloradoriverwatch.org by December,
2019.

Introduction
The “Colorado River Watch” program (River Watch) is a statewide volunteer water quality monitoring
program co-sponsored by Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) and a non-profit partner. The two primary
goals of River Watch are:
1) To provide a meaningful, hands-on experience for Colorado students and volunteers to learn
about condition, value and function of river ecosystems while
2) Generating high quality spatial and temporal water ecosystem data to inform water management
decisions.
The primary targeted decision makers for River Watch data are CDHPE, WQCD, and the Water Quality
Control Commission (WQCC) when they are making decisions pursuant to the Colorado Clean Water Act.
Secondary decision makers include CPW staff and partnership organizations,
volunteers, and federal, state, and local water managers.
River Watch accomplishes our goals by working with voluntary stewards to
monitor water quality and other indicators of watershed health, providing
them training, equipment and support.
This program is unique in its statewide focus, frequency of data collection,
and methods that generate discoverable and high quality data. The program
employs the volunteer citizen science model where all volunteers, regardless
of affiliation, receive the same equipment, training, use the same methods
and quality control measures, and implement the same study design.
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All volunteers are sampling for the same purpose and data use. This makes it possible to analyze data
across basins and the state as well as nationally. Volunteers may add other data objectives but not at the
sacrifice of the River Watch baseline study design. From a programmatic lens, in some respects this is an
easier model to support versus the volunteer monitoring tiered program approach where volunteers start
at an initial level of training and equipment and move up a scale in rigor and training, as they desire.
Each volunteer group signs an annual agreement committing to sample a minimum of one station. Some
groups monitor 15 or more stations. Volunteers collect monthly field samples and analyze those samples
for hardness, alkalinity, temperature, dissolved oxygen, and pH. They collect monthly metals total and
dissolved samples for aluminum, arsenic, calcium, cadmium, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, and
lead, sodium, potassium, selenium and zinc. Twice a year, at high and low flow, volunteers collect nutrient
samples for analysis of total phosphorous, total nitrogen, nitrate+nitrite, ammonia, chloride, sulfate and
total suspended solids. The CPW Fort Collins laboratory analyzes the metals and nutrient samples.
Additionally, some volunteers collect a macroinvertebrate sample and conduct a physical habitat
assessment on an annual basis. A certified taxonomist identifies bugs to species and genus where possible,
using current protocols and retains a reference collection. More information about the program itself and
our SOP is available on www.coloradoriverwatch.org.

Yearly Program Review
Data Use
River Watch data continues to be utilized and provides key information for many groups across the state.
Watershed groups that are volunteers used the data for their objectives, groups such as:
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Roaring Fork Conservation
Uncompahgre Watershed
San Miguel Coalition
Fountain Creek Water Sentinels
Beaver Ponds Environmental Education
Center
Mountain Studies Institute
Alamosa River Watershed Restoration
Fort Lewis College
Dolores River Boating Advocates
Eagle River Watershed Council
Grand County Watershed Information
Network
Left Hand Watershed Oversight Group
Middle Colorado Watershed Council
Western Slope Conservation Center
Friends of the Poudre
Multiple Trout Unlimited Chapters
Town of Vail
Mancos Conservation District
Headwaters Alliance

This does not include the numerous adult volunteers (a dozen) not associated with a group.
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The WQCC Hearing this year in June covered the Lower and Upper Colorado River basins and River Watch
submitted data for that hearing in April 2018. In April 2019, River Watch provided data on the South
Platte River, Arikaree and Republican basins, including all tributaries. That hearing will be in June 2020.
April 2020, is the Basic Standards hearing were rules and criteria are
updated in June 2021, to then be applied in the San Juan Gunnison Basins
in 2022. Decisions made in these hearings include:

Updating new standards that were adopted in the Basic
Standards Hearing to this basin, which are applied to relevant river
segments and waterbodies;

Proposed changes to designated uses (drinking water, aquatic
life, recreation and agriculture) assigned stream segments or lakes; and

Proposed modifications to where a segment ends or begins.
WQCD and water users are primarily the proposers of changes. The
WQCD combines all available data per segment to analyze all proposed
changes. During their review, if the WQCD discovers outliers or issues with data from any provider, the
WQCD contacts the provider, an investigation occurs and decision made to resolve the issue. Resolution
can include retaining, deleting or modifying the data. Many times River Watch data is the only available
data and often contains more temporal coverage than other data sets. River Watch data addresses a large
percentage of the data gaps for rivers, helping inform various important decisions. Every major basin in
the state contains River Watch data. Future reports will highlight specific data use stories from the year.

Program Highlights
River Watch started this year with our partner, Earth Force (www.earthforce.org), who delivers high
quality programming that supports educators and provides environmental learning opportunities for
young people. This was the second year partnering with Earth Force. Partnering with a nonprofit allows
River Watch to retain professional support for volunteers and sample analyses. River Watch adds the
number of new groups based on the number of groups that leave the program in order to maintain a level
of quality and service within capacity. With Earth Force, River Watch held one training, instead of two,
adding 6 new groups. Consistently over the past 30 years, each year, about 10 groups leave the program
and another 10 groups are not actively sampling due to a transition, change or temporary hardship. At
the end of this year, 128 groups have equipment while the number of active groups (collected at least one
sample) was 90. Active groups collected data on 261 stations.
Work on the 2017 River Watch database application continued with efforts to improve function, improve
work flows and exports. A River Watch database Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) pdf is on the website
and available to download before exporting data. It is updated every July and provides instructions what
data exists, information on that data and how to get it from River Watch website. Program information
is included. As of this report, 293 users have registered to use the application (+113 from last year). This
is in addition to River Watch Volunteers, who do not have to register. Tutorial videos how to use the
River Watch application and the FAQ are available on www.coloradoriverwatch.org.
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New data was uploaded to the National Water Quality Portal (NWP) and Colorado Data Sharing Network
(CDSN) in April. Exports of small batches of data are also available on River Watch website that include
minimum detection limit, lower reporting limit, detection reporting condition and qualifiers for data after
July 2017. River Watch is one of top volunteer monitoring program data contributors to the National
Water Quality Portal. In addition to routine data upload, 440 events for field, metals and nutrient legacy
data were also added to the Portal and CDSN for Clear Creek that runs along I-70 Corridor and flows into
the South Platte.
Results uploaded to these two data repositories include:
Category

Entire Over-write 2017-18

Monitoring Locations
Activities or Sampling
Events)
Results

Total (Records Added 2018-19)

2,042
131,516

2,078 (+36)
134,528 (+3,012)

1,430,214

1,479,535 (+49,321)

This year started with the one year old Latchet, or nutrient analyses machine operating effectively. The
impact of the machine not functioning last year required us to throw out expired nutrient samples, reduce
high and low flow collections this year and reduce metals collection to every other month (field collection
remained monthly). As such, available River Watch Nutrient results are fewer, metals results are
backlogged (analyzed but not uploaded into database and some delayed analyses). This reduced schedule
will continue until River Watch secures a new partner and new staff training is completed.
Last year we began and entire re-write and organization of River
Watch Standard Operating Procedures, which include a Quality
Assurance Manual, a Quality Assurance Project Plan and a Data
Management Plan as subdocuments. This includes a public SOP for
reporting, resolving and communicating system data quality
issues. This is still in process and is targeted for completion
December 2019.
This will include changes to River Watch Study or sample design and when complete data users will be
notified and documents available on www.coloradoriverwatch.org site.
Last year and this year River Watch was only able to analyze macroinvertebrate samples paid for by others,
even though many volunteers collected bugs. We are searching for funding to get those samples
identified.
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1. 604 Total Groups

2. 564 Total Rivers

•128 sets in field
this year (-)
•90 active of 140
capacity (-)

3. Data Received*
•1,227 field data sheets (-)
•2,852 metals bottles (-)
•296 nutrient sets (-)
•17 bug samples & physical
habitat assessments, 28
additional assessments (-)

•261 stations on
•42 rivers this
year

4. Results Generated**
•1,227 field data sheets =
8,589 results
•6,601 metals analyzed =
85,813 results
•44,174 metals validated
•940 nutrient bottles =
4,177 results
•17 bug & 45 phys hab
samples uploaded to
database

*Note 1: Numbers received or collected from volunteers does not match one to one what is processed or
analyzed due to turnaround time differentials, a lag time exists between received, processed, analyzed,
verified and uploaded.
**Note 2: Number of metals were reduced in collection from 12 to 6 times per year, both high and low
flow nutrient event were reduced to essential samples only reflected in data received, back logs in metals
analyzed appears in result generated numbers and bugs were only collected by groups that could pay for
their identification

Group Highlights
In future reports, this section will highlight activities, stories and success of River Watch Volunteers. River
Watch will be 30 years old in 2019! Two 25 year plus River Watch volunteers retired from teaching this
year. Both teachers were one of the first to be trained. These
teachers have impacted young lives in many ways, River Watch
being only one way. We thank them for their commitment and
service to Colorado Rivers and youth. Congratulations to Norm
Yoast who monitored rivers in the Yampa River Basin and Andre
Willie who dedicated his efforts in the Roaring Fork Basin. Both
are an inspiration and will be missed.
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River Watch volunteers and groups make a difference for their river and communities every day. Many
groups take action or engage in activities beyond the commitment of the program or complimentary to
it. We celebrate and acknowledge all those efforts. An example includes Monte Vista High School student
Amber Michel who was curious and concerned about the history of poor water quality in the Alamosa
River. She conducted research to find low technological and natural ways to improve and expand quality
of habitat for fish and macroinvertebrates. This is Amber at the mouth of Iron Creek, one of the acid
Alamosa River Tributaries. Amber presented her research at the 2019 Colorado Science and Engineering
Fair in Fort Collins and the International Fair in Phoenix, Arizona. She will be attending Colorado State
University this fall.
Congratulations to Palisade High School who built a fish rearing unit and will be incorporating that into
their River Watch Class. Send us your stories!

Program Updates
This section highlights changes in the categories below and does not intending to provide all the
information about that category. www.coloradoriverwatch.org.

Laboratory
CPW Research office in Fort Collins is where the metals and nutrient analyses occurs. Volunteers
ship samples to CPW’s Denver Facility where River Watch barcodes, processes, and delivers to the
Fort Collins laboratory. The Fort Collins facility is a research laboratory not a commercial, state or
federal certified laboratory. Certification for research laboratories does not exist as it does for
commercial, hospital or medical laboratories or for regulated analytical purposes such as drinking
water certification. To provide equivalent credibility, CPW follows CDPHE laboratory protocols
and Quality Assurance Methods (QAM) for River Watch samples where applicable.
CPW provides the equipment and CPW staff are the Quality Assurance officers. CPW staff trains
and oversee CPW, temporary, volunteer and contract staff working in the lab. Specific protocols
are in the River Watch SOP and QAPP, www.coloradoriverwatch.org, available December 2019.

Methods of Sampling and Field Analyses
Specific protocols are in the River Watch SOP and QAPP, www.coloradoriverwatch.org. For a quick
table of methods see the RW data FAQ that is referenced above on the same website.
No significant changes to sampling methods occurred this year (only sample frequency
adjustments).

Sample Processing
Specific protocols, workflows for sample processing are in the River Watch SOP and QAPP,
www.coloradoriverwatch.org.
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Work flow changes implemented last year to increase efficiency and turnaround time between
volunteer and Denver laboratory, Denver and Fort Collins Laboratory did just that. These changes
applied to staff versus volunteers, other than asking volunteers to enter their data more
frequently and ship metals samples every other month.

Equipment
CPW owns and maintains all equipment given to volunteers and used in laboratories. A list of the
$3000 worth of equipment provided to each volunteer group is in the River Watch Sample Plan,
River Watch SOP and QAPP, found at www.coloradoriverwatch.org. Each year an evaluation
determines if any equipment changes are warranted.
We continue our effort to have all groups equipped with the same pH meter. Our resources allow
us to purchase about 10 new meters a year in which we strategically replace an older year’s
model. The new database allows us to track the life of pH probes enabling systematic
replacement of older probe. In addition to getting all groups using the same pH meter, we focused
on getting the same pH probe cap in use by all volunteers. This was completed. This cap maintains
the pH probe more effectively than the original cap. We also discovered a feasible and effective
protocol for volunteers to rejuvenate and clean their probes twice a year. That protocol will be
added to the sample plan and starts July 1, 2018 and is being implemented by volunteers.
Equipment maintenance followed our QAPP. Volunteers receive supplies for one year sampling.
We check and test that equipment via two sets of unknowns and a site visit each year. Laboratory
analyses machines, ICP and Latchet machines have service agreements, which includes annual
service in addition to routine operation and maintenance guided by manufacturer guidelines and
standard protocols. Future reports will summarize laboratory machine performance.

Sampling Schedule
Illustrated below is the baseline River Watch sample schedule. Between 10-20% of groups sample
more than one or two stations and a subset of those groups differ from this schedule. Differences
include sampling nutrients monthly for example versus high and low flow. Other schedule
alterations include groups that cover a watershed scale; sampling a set number of sites even
months and odd months another set of sites.
The only change this year to routine baseline monitoring most groups conduct is reducing both
low and high flow nutrient sampling events to only critical sites and metals reduced to every other
month until the back log of samples is cleared. Macroinvertebrates were collected and analyzed
by only those who could provide payment.
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River Watch Baseline - Sample Type
Temperature, pH, phenolphthalein
alkalinity, total alkalinity, total hardness
and dissolved oxygen

Frequency

Metals, filtered and unfiltered

monthly

Nutrients
Macroinvertebrates
Physical habitat

Hi/Low
Flow
once
once

monthly

Comment
Two unknowns completed for pH, alkalinity and
hardness, duplicate completed for D.O. at site visit
20% of all samples include a field blank and
duplicate
Volunteer determines actual sample date
This year, High flow sample was cancelled for most
stations
Between August 1 – October 30
Between August 1 – October 30

Annual Quality Assurance Results
Training
This year, River Watch conducted training for 19 total groups, 6 new and 13 returning that comprised 32
adults and 19 students or 51 total participants. During this four-day event, volunteers trained in sample
preparation (chemical and bugs), collection, analysis, shipping,
recording, data entry, quality assurance and control, care and resupply
of equipment.
Participants completed the entire sampling cycle twice during the
training. Before volunteers get their equipment they must complete a
four-day training and pass tests on a full sampling cycle, as well as sign
a memorandum of agreement. Training also includes learning about the Clean Water Act, how River
Watch data is used, watershed management, how to bring the program home and other related topics.
River Watch conducts a survey or evaluation of a program element. This year River Watch evaluated the
format and implementation of training and site visits. A survey was created and sent to all participants
(current, active, inactive, legacy, teachers, adults, etc.) and 73 individuals responded. Of respondents,
68% were teachers, 21% staff or volunteer of a group, 7% individual and 10% other.
Ten questions were asked, a few on what type of volunteer (teacher, individual, staff or other), years in
the program (<2 (26%),3-5 (22%), 6-10 (26%), 11-15 (10%) and >16 (14%) years), have (84%) or have not
(7%) attended a traditional River Watch Training, and I have attended more than one time (21%).
Questions about the training included:
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Importance of attending training and its importance to your ability to implement the program,
% Training Essential for RW
Implementation (72)
Essential
Important but not
essential
not Important
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Value of being able to attend with students or peers versus being trained alone,
% Value to Success If Attend W/
Students or Peers (70)
Essential
Important but not…
not Important
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Effectiveness of training duration, < 1 day, if could not bring students and any other training
comments and suggestions to improve training. This is a summary of actions as a result of the
comments provided (52 Respondents).
Overall, the majority of respondents stated the traditional training format worked very
well and stated a one day course would not work to successfully implement the program.
The same number of respondents also felt a short refresher course for them, students or
additional instructors would be very beneficial. Adult groups and those with existing
experience felt a one day course would work to teach essential skills. Many also stated a
one day course would not achieve the goal of creating a community, benefits from group
learning especially with others not like themselves, impression with students,
understanding vision and how fit into larger picture, celebrating and program buy.
Suggestions were made regarding multiple trainings per year, weekends versus week
days, not having to travel out of town, creating support resources, summer versus school
year or tiered trainings. Some noted either the duration, location or timing was a barrier
to participation but also might be an effective filter that equates to the commitment the
program needs.
What was confirmed is under ideal circumstances, two trainings per year would be
offered, one summer and fall, one east and west slope rotating each year, modified to 2.5
days versus 3.5, accompanied by two refresher short courses in spring on each slope.
Fiscal and staffing limitations prevent this ideal approach. As a result, River Watch plans
to conduct at least one training per year, rotating summer and fall, east and west slope,
shorten to 2.5 days, create a tiered training opportunity, offer a rotating regional short
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course each year (refresher not training replacement) on the opposite slope and create
short training videos and other resource material available year round and as a prerequisite to training.
Suggestions on any element of River Watch
Category
Suggestion - Response
Data Use
Curriculum, Lesson
Plans, Units
Group Activities,
Successes
Ordering Supplies
Metals Analyses

Sub time to Sample
School changes limiting
RW time
Don’t Change

Correspondence
Recognition

Share data use stories or cases. Each Site Visit is followed with a letter stating how CPW and CDHPE
uses the data each year. We ask for your stories and share what we hear.
For adults, teachers, classes, sharing others creations. Yes- you give it to us and it is on the website
under resources. Including using teachers to help design training.
Yes. We love this and ask frequently for volunteers to tell their story – we share what you provide
Not over or under ordering. We give you one year for # stations you sample. Add your training needs
and when we SV and that can help plan your orders.
Simplification and access. We have benchmarks for data turnarounds and updates. Videos on how to
access data are on website. Watershed reports analyze data as well. Tutorial to conduct your own
analyses is in the works.
Issues beyond River Watch’s scope or capacity

We like it as is, it is working, staff is great, etc. I” think you all are doing an awesome job. I appreciate
all you do to help us be successful. I have tried out a number of citizen science projects and this, by
far, has been the most valuable.”
More emails, quarterly newsletter with story, fish facts, how data is used, kids who are doing great,
etc.
T-shirt’s, stickers, posters, hats, they are great for many reasons, the certificates, letters are very
helpful and appreciated

Sample Turn-Around Times
River Watch is a volunteer program. Volunteer programs save money and leverage resources but are not
free. As a volunteer program, River Watch cannot match sample analyses turnaround of commercial or
state laboratories, but can analyze samples within holding times. River Watch has benchmarks for
volunteers and staff for each indicator and workflow process. When something happens out of River
Watch’s control, it can delay our performance benchmarks. The new database will allow us to track and
report on these times in 2020.
The benchmarks below are measured and met by volunteers for field samples and shipping already.
Samples that are expired are not analyzed and if are and results reported, they are qualified as expired.
Benchmarks for River Watch staff to get volunteer field data entered and validated, samples verified,
analyzed, validated and uploaded are also met and if not and complete the workflow are qualified.

Sample
pH, Alkalinity
and Hardness

Dissolved
Oxygen

Frequency
of
Holding
Collection Time

Monthly

Monthly

Fixing
Agent

T: Volunteer
to RW

T: RW to
Lab

T: In Lab

24 hrs if
kept
refrigerated

None

Enter within
month

NA

NA

8 hrs if kept
refrigerated

Winkler
Titration
Method

Enter within
month

NA

NA
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Upload to
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receive
datasheets
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Temperature

Metals

Monthly

Monthly

Nutrients

Bugs
Physical
Habitat
*T: = Time

2/year

None

None

Enter within
month

6 months

Purified
nitric acid,
refrigeration

Ship every
other month

28 days

None,
sulfuric acid,
refrigeration

1/year

NA

Alcohol

1/year

NA

NA

Ship w/in 48
hrs
Within 1
month
Within 1
month

NA
Enter
deliver
w/in two
weeks of
receiving
Enter
deliver
w/in two
weeks of
receiving
Depends
on
funding

NA
6 months

NA

NA

28 days

3-6 months

Within two
months after
receive
datasheets

Within 1
month
Within 2
months

Within 2
months
Within 2
months

Auditing System – Volunteer Site Visits
Each volunteer signs an annual memorandum of understanding agreeing on the stations and frequency
they will sample. The agreement also states 12 performance criteria and what each volunteer is
committing to and what they receive as support. We track every volunteer groups’ 12 performance
criteria in a database each year. They include items such as sample frequency listed in the table above,
collecting 20% quality assurance samples, participating in a site visit, using only the equipment River
Watch provides, providing access to sample sites, data entry and shipping time compliance.
River Watch also tracks performance issues, hardships and other trouble shooting issues. An example of
a performance issue is not providing a chain of custody, lack of data entry, not shipping on time,
incomplete data sheet or pH not aligning with alkalinity. An example of hardship is when a volunteer
notifies us they will miss a sample event. Trouble shooting issues include blank contamination, failed
unknown test or odd field results. Each group can view their performance report via the new database. A
review of this report prior to each site visit enables issues to be resolved at a site visit.
Site Visits serve the following purposes:







Test the volunteer’s equipment, chemicals, (unknowns for pH, alkalinity and hardness, duplicates
on those as well as dissolved oxygen) protocols and training
Update volunteers on changes to sample collection and analysis methods if necessary
“Certify” a volunteer’s data for that year. Each volunteer receives a certificate when pass they
tests, documenting certification
Correct performance issues or data quality concerns
Resupply volunteer
Sample exchange
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Connect with the volunteer, answer questions and sometimes provide presentations
Collect unused equipment for reallocation

During site visits, groups receive their evaluation on the 12 performance criteria in the River Watch
memorandum of understanding (MOU). This MOU and the associated performance criteria are on the
website. After a site visit, each participant is sent a certificate of completion and the principal (or sponsor)
is sent a letter thanking them for supporting the program and teacher (or sponsor).
No method changes were implemented this year, emphasis was placed
on the care of pH probes using a new cap we provided.
River Watch staff completed 90 in-person site visits across the state of
Colorado this year, which included 92% of active groups. Some visits
include picking up unused equipment or checking in with a non-active
group. Eight active groups could not complete an in-person visit.
Instead, we mailed unknowns and they participated in a site call. There
are a number of reasons a group is not visited that include snowstorms,
school events such as testing or the entire town leaves because a team made it to the state playoffs (true
stories).
River Watch conducts a survey or evaluation of a program element. This year River Watch evaluated the
format and implementation of training and site visits. A survey was created and sent to all participants
(current, active, inactive, legacy, teachers, adults, etc.) and 73 individuals responded. Of respondents,
67% were teachers, 20% staff or volunteer of a group, 6% individual and 8% other.
Ten questions were asked, a few on what type of volunteer (teacher, individual, staff or other), years in
the program (<2 (26%), 3-5 (22%), 6-10 (26%), 11-15 (10%) and >16 (14%) years), have (84%) or have not
(8%) participated in a River Watch site visit. Questions about the site visit included:


Importance of a physical site visit to effective implementation of the program
% Importance of RW Site Visit to
Effective Implementation and
Providing Relevance(71)
Essential
Important but not…
Not Important
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Value of site visit to keep you or volunteers engaged, actively sampling, etc.
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% Importance of RW Site Visit to
Keeping You/Students Engaged and
Actively Sampling?
Essential
Important but not
essential
Not Important

0





20

40

60

Three impacts if a physical site visit did not occur each year or at all in Respondents words (61)
Category
Impact
Quality of Data, Equipment, Chemicals, Method Corrections
and replacements
Quality of Performance, Consistency, Reliability, Accuracy,
Legitimacy, Credibility, Accountability, Integrity, Skill, Sampling
Program Meaning, Bigger Picture and Value, Impact,
Inspiration, Relevance, Importance, Administration support,
Someone cares
Commitment, Engagement, Motivation, Care, Involvement,
Positive Reinforcement
Answer Questions, obtain clarity, correct, get feedback
immediately, staff access, support
Time, hassle, money, confusion, supply refill

Decrease

Relationship Building (CPW), Confidence, Pride, Ownership,
Responsibility, Recognition, Personal Connection, Networking,
Exposure to scientist

Decrease, even lose, “Reconnecting with a RW staff member,
and exchanging stories. I feel these personal relationships are
important, and show the students that collaboration in science
is something that scientists do routinely.”

Decrease (external verification important)
Decrease, wane, disappear

Decrease significantly (especially students)
Decrease
Increase

Ideas on other ways to meet the goals of the site visit
Category
Please keep the same – it works
Cannot think of another way – maybe because this works
Regional Visits, groups bring equipment and volunteers to a central
place, noting this would be hard for many and better for others
Use Skype or equivalent video service – although not always
conducive in school environments – maybe for some aspects of visit
If remove be more available for immediate support

Unknown pH, Alkalinity and Hardness QA Samples
Twice a year, River Watch make samples with known quantities of pH, alkalinity and hardness to give them
to volunteers as “unknowns” to test. These data are used to check their training, procedural and chemical
accuracy. We analyze one unknown sample set during the annual site visit and ship one to the group,
producing two unknown sets per year per group. These unknowns and other quality assurance samples
in essence certify a group’s data each year. Results are evaluated at the site visit or shortly after receiving
them from volunteers and issues addressed immediately. Immediate action and documentation of
correction occurs if any unknowns out of acceptable percent recovery range. Action can include deleting
data, replacing equipment or chemicals or retraining.
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This year, 24% of active groups submitted two unknown samples and 79% submitted one. Again, at the
end of the year 128 groups have equipment, about 10 are in a state of turnover and 10 have quit sampling
and we collect their equipment. Thus about 90-100 groups are active. We are 20% below getting all active
groups to complete an unknown in a site visits and 70% below benchmark to get groups to complete a
mailed unknown. Some groups complete the mailed unknown the day of the site visit where another
unknown is provided. While it verifies their performance, this misses the point of testing accuracy
overtime. We need to improve on the return of mailed unknowns in a timely manner.
These graphs summarize the year’s unknowns (July 2018- June 2019). Each graph illustrates several
performance indicators. First, the frequency distribution of all analyzed unknowns for that parameter
shows how many test results fell within the passing percent recovery range (80-120%). Second, the box
highlights the number of test results that were in the passing range. All of the following results are shared
with volunteers at their site visit so they understand the use of this data and purpose of the tests.
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Equipment Duplicates
During site visits, a duplicate test occurs for alkalinity, hardness, and dissolved oxygen between the group
and River Watch chemicals and equipment. A staff member performs the River Watch tests and river, fish
tank or tap water is the sample. This is an additional check of their procedural and chemical accuracy. A
duplicate set of tests were completed at every site visit with active groups.
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Relative Performance Year after Year
The following graphs illustrate the consistent performance of volunteers, their training others and
equipment year after year. What this shows is that when a volunteer takes the time to collect and analyze
a sample they are likely, often 90% or higher, generating valid results. There is a far greater issue with
them missing sampling events, as an example of where to focus performance issues. In addition, there
are explanations for the years there were dips in performance and those years told us that this process
does catch errors. These illustrate the percentage of unknowns that passed each year for each test, for
26 years (the x-axis is years). We did not start dissolved oxygen standard testing until 1995.
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Field Data Validation
Volunteers are responsible for uploading field results from each sampling event into the River Watch
database (www.coloradoriverwatch.org, data tab, data) and sending the original datasheets with samples.
A trained River Watch staff validates field data prior to releasing data to the public. The industry standard
is to validate 10% of entered data; River Watch staff validates 100% of data entered. The River Watch
SOP provides specific instructions for validation and steps to correct errors. As an overview, staff:
1. Double check results and math on each filed datasheet (alkalinity, hardness, and dissolved
oxygen) to determine if there are any mistakes, then
2. Check for reporting accuracy, precision, outliers for each parameter, to ensure proper methods
were used and
3. Review any comments qualifying the data, then
4. Confirm that the information on the field datasheet matches the results entered into the
database, making corrections where needed (the database tracks changes).
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The River Watch database application has several automated validation functions. Upon data entry,
participants are notified of unrealistic values, for example if a pH value >14. Each field suggests
acceptable values when the mouse hovers over it. Once entered, each result indicator has preset
“flagged” values that highlight that record for further review by River Watch staff during validation
process. An example includes all pH values <5.0 or > 9.0 are flagged, most are valid, but they are flagged.
Staff enters data volunteers fail to enter and another staff member validates those entries.
The table below presents the total number of field data entries this year (may vary from number of field
data sheets received this year). Of the total entered data the table illustrates how many entries were not
null or positive and the percentage of those that passed all flag warnings. The final column shows the
percentage of results, not null, flagged from a criteria that needed further review. Again, flagged does
not mean error, just potential. We review every result for data entry errors, invalid results or other
changes or field notes that need to be incorporated.
Indicator
Dissolved Oxygen
Dissolved Oxygen
Saturation
pH
Temperature
Phenolphthalein
Alkalinity
Total Alkalinity
Total Hardness

# of Records
1599
1599

# Not Null
939
937

Passed
67%
67%

Further Review
32%
33%

1598
1599
1599

1507
1161
1314

75%
75%
74%

25%
25%
26%

1599
1599

1539
1430

76%
74%

24%
26%

The most common errors are easy to find and rectify and include entering temperature in Fahrenheit
versus Celsius, pH values greater than 8.3 while phenolphthalein alkalinity is less than zero or vice versa.
We delete unverified outliers. These results are similar if not exact to last year.
Overall, about one quarter of all data was flagged to review and of those about 5% required actual
changes. Needing further review does not mean an error. For example, a River Watch station on Red
Mountain Creek or Cement Creek that reports a pH of 3.0 and will be flagged every time in the database
due to an automatic flag for pH’s <4.5. However, we verify that pH is accurate for those streams, such as
Red Mountain Creek, and no change is made to the data so long as the meter is calibrated and methods
are followed. If a pH of 3.0 was reported on the Colorado River, that value would be deleted if no
explanation of sufficient detail is available. The performance results in the above table are typical for
each indicator.

Metals Field QA Samples
Groups are expected to collect a duplicate and blank sample at every fifth metals sampling event. This
represents 20% of the sampling events, which exceeds the industry standard of 10%. The duplicate sample
contains the same water as the normal sample. The duplicate result is expected to be within 80 to 120%
recovery of the normal sample result.
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The field blank is deionized water, collected using the same protocol as a normal sample. Sample
processing and analyses treats the blank sample like any other field sample. River Watch deionized water
comes from CDHPE laboratory. This blank sample assures that during collection, our procedure is not
introducing metals to a sample. If metals are detected in a blank sample, results are considered invalid
and other results are deleted from the database until a clean blank is documented.
To evaluate field blank and duplicate results along with their normal sample, all three types are uploaded
to the database and appear together. Once evaluated, appropriate action is taken (results deleted, kept,
modified or qualified) and these quality assurance results are archived. River Watch provides these field
blank and duplicate results to volunteers and others upon request, but they are not part of data exports.
River Watch volunteer groups have access to an export illustrating their own stations blank and duplicate
results.
Year

2018

2017

1,699

1,170

Number of QA Samples

484

215

% Samples

28%

22%

# Metal Samples Validated and Uploaded

These QA samples surpasses our goal of 20% quality assurance field blank and duplicate metal samples.

Metals Validation
We do not enter metals data. Results from the lab are imported to the database as an electronic file. As
with field data, for each metal, total and dissolved, the database application has criteria that set off
automatic flag warnings identifying results that need further review. For example when a dissolved result
is greater than a total result, plus or minus a reporting limit difference, that result is flagged. We review
every single result.
The following table summarizes metals validation and illustrates several performance metrics:






The number of results that were greater than null or zero for both total and dissolved. This
illustrates how many times each metal was detected out of 2300 or so samples (look at Arsenic
77/24 compared to Calcium 1493/1258). In addition, this shows how much of each metal was
available or in dissolved fraction, (look at Iron total and dissolved 2332/1971 compared to a
Calcium total and dissolved 2277/2261).
Some metals are noisier to measure than others are and thus require more review and changes
than others require (40% dissolved Calcium changed versus 4% dissolved Iron changed).
Sometimes the Total and Dissolved bottles can be mislabeled and that is readily apparent in
validation, if results are greater than zero.
Arsenic and selenium are screening results only due to methodology.
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Metal

# Total
Not
Null

Total
Fraction
>0

% Total
Passed
no flags

# Diss
Not
Null

Dissolved
Fraction
>0

%
Dissolved
Passed no
flags

%
dissolved
> total

%
changed

Al

2279

2201

97%

2266

1567

69%

0.35%

5%

As*

2280

77

3%

2267

24

1%

0.13%

16%

Ca

2279

2277

99%

2266

2261

99%

1.4%

40%

Cd

2374

1493

63%

2359

1258

53%

1.78%

17%

Cu

2372

2102

89%

2357

1892

80%

1.91%

18%

Fe

2371

2332

98%

2348

1971

84%

0.13%

4%

K

1473

1471

99%

1465

1451

99%

1.77%

31%

Mg

2278

2276

99%

2263

2253

99%

2.5%

34%

Mn

2373

2289

96%

2356

2166

92%

0.68%

9%

Na

1473

1473

99%

1465

1460

99%

3.8%

44%

Pb

2374

1053

44%

2359

374

16%

0.55%

6%

Se*

2280

421

18%

2266

205

9%

0.93%

43%

Zn

2373

1788

75%

2359

1530

65%

0.64%

11%

*screening results only

Nutrients Field QA
Volunteers collect nutrient samples twice a year. River Watch staff ships collection bottles to each group
collecting nutrients. Of these shipments, 20% include a field duplicate (10% is the industry standard). If
the duplicate results are within 80 to 120% recovery of the normal sample, the normal sample is left alone.
If the duplicate results are outside the 80 to 120% recovery and no other quality assurance sample
indicates other issues, the duplicate sample is treated like a replicate and an average is calculated and
reported as the result.
This year, 451 nutrient samples were collected, of which 35 (8%) were duplicates. This is does not comply
with our quality assurance plan and will be rectified next year. The source of this deficiency lies with one
or two groups that collect 15 or more stations and are not collecting sufficient duplicates each month
versus the overall program.

Nutrient Validation
We do not enter nutrient data. Each nutrient type results, like Chloride, are exported as an csv file,
combined with other analytes from the same event and put in format to import to the database as an
electronic file. This file has been verified and validated from laboratory analyses quality assurance and
controls. As with field and metal data, for each nutrient the database application has criteria that set off
automatic flag warnings identifying results that need further review. We review every single result.
The following table summarizes nutrients validation and is from the last two years not just this year. The
Latchet was new in 2017 and had warrantee performance issues which took about six months to rectify.
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Issues didn’t affect quality; they simply didn’t produce a result. For example, when the machine registered
and error it shut down and analyses had to start from the beginning. This was followed by staffing issues
that all resulted in significantly reduced sampling and tossing expired samples. As such, total samples
analyzed do not reflect the study design of River Watch’s baseline monitoring but do reflect performance
when the Latchet was running efficiently again. River Watch plans to resume normal frequency in 20192020. Total Nitrogen will be set up in 2019-2020.
Summary of observations include:







Chloride, sulfate and ammonia have a high no flags passing rate relative to nitrate-nitrite and total
phosphorus. That is because the latter has many more standards, reagents and checks which will
raise more warnings.
All warnings are not errors however; ammonia triggers the most errors, due to the sensitive
nature of the analyses.
All errors are not actual errors and require changes, total phosphorus and nitrate-nitrite have the
highest change percentage and that indicates issues are found and resolved at various points in
the analyses work flow.
Sulfate has the most “concentration highs” requiring dilution, followed by total phosphorus.

Nutrient

# Total # Total
Records
Not
Null

% Total
Passed
no flags

%
Warnings

% Errors
from
warnings

% records
changed from
flagged errors

% con hi

Ammonia

724

724

70%

25%

6%

31%

0.14%

Chloride

745

745

97%

3%

0.27%

3%

0.54%

NitrateNitrite

516

516

43%

57%

0.19%

57%

0.00%

Sulfate

730

730

79%

21%

0.27%

21%

18.0%

Total
Nitrogen

4

4

100%

0%

0%

0%

0.00%

Total
Phosphorus

811

811

19%

81%

0.62%

81%

2.10%

TSS

732

732

93%

7%

0.14%

8%

0.00%

Metals and Nutrients Laboratory Analysis
Development of this section is in progress as we update laboratory protocols, SOP and QAPP. To be
included in this report in the future will be:



A summary of machine laboratory quality assurance sample results including but not limited to
standards, blanks, duplicates, spikes and curve calibrations.
Results of quarterly detection and reporting limit calibrations for metals and nutrient analytical
machines. This was completed this year for the metals machine and no changes in limits occurred.
This was not completed this year with the nutrient machine due to operating issues and we are
still developing SOP’s per analyte with the new machine.
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Field splits with CDHPE for metals and total nitrogen and phosphorus.
Lab splits with CDHPE for metals and total nitrogen and phosphorus.
Standards splits with other laboratories for selected analytes, protocols in development.

Macroinvertebrates
Macroinvertebrates are only collected by volunteers at select stations. Specimen identification to species
and genus where possible is completed by certified taxonomist Dave Reese of Timberline Aquatics. River
Watch implemented the minimum 500 count to identify in the laboratory last year, up from the previous
300 count best management practice.
A typical macroinvertebrate sample is field processed to remove the
majority of debris and substrate collected with the sample. A professional
taxonomist sorts all material collected in a random 10% of samples we call
a duplicate sample, an additional sample collected by the volunteer, but is
not processed in the above-described manner.
Timberline Aquatics maintains their own QA/QC procedure for sample
processing, defined in their contract with River Watch that follows best
management practices. River Watch has a sandy and rocky substrate
protocol that is semi-quantitative, using the same size net and four 60second kicks. River Watch composites the four kicks. Both sampling and
laboratory techniques are more rigorous than CDHPE.
This year, 17 macroinvertebrate samples were collected with only 7 analyzed, leaving 10 waiting for
funding to be identified. Of the 17 collected, only one (0.05%) was a duplicate, which is below program
standard. For the number of samples processed, 7, 1 duplication is 20% program standard. This is a
function that bug sampling is per group who can pay versus the overall River Watch Program.

Watershed Reports
The primary purpose of a Watershed Report is to display River Watch data in space and time and to
highlight trends or observations. These reports contain only River Watch data and are not a complete
interpretation of all available water quality data. The target audience for these reports are the River Watch
volunteers.
Additionally, these reports serve as an ancillary and final quality control measure for River Watch data.
When compiling a Watershed Report, the author looks for outliers or other potential issues with the data,
reporting them to the necessary River Watch staff. Station location information provided by volunteers
is also ground-truth via these reports.
So far, the River Watch program has completed Watershed Reports for the Colorado and South Platte
River Basins. River Watch has made progress on Watershed Reports for the Arkansas and Rio Grande Basin
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and hopes to finish the first round statewide by June 2020. We have added a macroinvertebrate analyses
and are working on adding it to each existing and new report.
Once all basins have completed Watershed Reports, the goal is to update and report new information on
one major basin each year, rotating around the state each year aligning with the WQCC basin rule making
hearing schedule. In addition, an application is in development to make these reports and data more
interactive and driven by the user.

Thank You
To all the volunteers, CPW Wildlife Commission, CPW Leadership and field staff, Water Quality Control
Division, Commission, and water managers that make River Watch work. We are better together and
make a difference for wildlife and citizens in Colorado.

Feedback
We want to know what you think. Is this report helpful, what is most helpful, what is missing, what is
confusing? Let us know by taking this quick survey how we can improve. It will only take a minute.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZBT9T6T
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